NEW MECHANICAL ROOF TOP EQUIPMENT SEE MECHANICAL DRAWINGS FOR MORE INFORMATION.

SEE 2/A2-10 FOR ROOF CURB DETAILS AT UNITS.

EXISTING ROOFING AND CONCRETE DECK TO REMAIN, PATCH AND REPAIR TO MATCH EXISTING AS NEEDED.

NEW GAS LINE ON ROOF SEE MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

BASE FLASHING
FLASHING SEALANT
SEAM EDGE TREATMENT SS BANDING
SEALANT ALL AROUND
EXISTING METAL ROOF DECK CUT FOR DUCT OPENING

NEW DUCT PENETRATION THROUGH ROOF. SEE DETAIL 1/A2-10

PREFABRICATED ROOF CURB BY ROOF TOP UNIT MANUFACTURER
CUT EXISTING ROOF INSULATION TO ALLOW CURB TO SIT ON EXISTING CONCRETE DECK
FLASH INTO EXISTING ROOF AT ALL NEW ROOF PENETRATION

PREFABRICATED ROOF CURB BY ROOF TOP UNIT TYP
CUT EXISTING ROOF INSULATION TO ALLOW CURB TO SIT ON EXISTING DECK
MAINTAIN INTEGRITY OF EXISTING ROOFING. MAKE ALL NEW PENETRATIONS WATER TIGHT
CUT DECK FOR EXHAUST OPENING

NEW EXHAUST PENETRATION THROUGH ROOF. SEE DETAIL 3/A2-10

SUPPLEMENTAL ROOF FRAMING SEE DETAILS ON A2-10

L4x4x1/8 SUPPLEMENTAL ROOF FRAMING AT NEW ROOF PENETRATIONS SEE ROOF PLAN FOR MORE INFORMATION

06-14-17 CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS

AREA OUTSIDE OF SCOPE OF WORK
L4x4x1/8 SUPPLEMENTAL ROOF FRAMING AT NEW ROOF PENETRATIONS SEE ROOF PLAN FOR MORE INFORMATION

PARTIAL ROOF PLAN

Scale: 1/4" = 1'-0"
1. Door closers shall be adjusted so that from an open position of 90 degrees, the time required to move the door to a position of 12 degrees is seconds to move to a point 3 inches from the latch, measured to the

2. Radiator to be mounted on the wall with concrete anchors.

3. Radiator to be located within 18 inches of doors, and elsewhere as required by code.

4. Provide door sweep.

5. Partition - P-1

6. New gyp board infill at existing.

7. Existing 6" CMU

8. studs @ 16" oc

9. Existing 6" gyp board

10. studs @ 16" oc

11. Existing 6" gyp board

12. studs @ 16" oc

13. Existing 6" gyp board

14. studs @ 16" oc

15. Existing 6" gyp board

16. studs @ 16" oc

17. Existing 6" gyp board

18. studs @ 16" oc

19. Existing 6" gyp board

20. studs @ 16" oc

21. Existing 6" gyp board

22. studs @ 16" oc

23. Existing 6" gyp board

24. studs @ 16" oc

25. Existing 6" gyp board

26. studs @ 16" oc

27. Existing 6" gyp board
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29. Existing 6" gyp board
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31. Existing 6" gyp board
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33. Existing 6" gyp board
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35. Existing 6" gyp board

36. studs @ 16" oc

37. Existing 6" gyp board

38. studs @ 16" oc

39. Existing 6" gyp board

40. studs @ 16" oc

41. Existing 6" gyp board

42. studs @ 16" oc

43. Existing 6" gyp board
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45. Existing 6" gyp board
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47. Existing 6" gyp board
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49. Existing 6" gyp board
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51. Existing 6" gyp board
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53. Existing 6" gyp board
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55. Existing 6" gyp board
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57. Existing 6" gyp board
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59. Existing 6" gyp board
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61. Existing 6" gyp board
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65. Existing 6" gyp board
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67. Existing 6" gyp board
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69. Existing 6" gyp board
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71. Existing 6" gyp board
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75. Existing 6" gyp board
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77. Existing 6" gyp board
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87. Existing 6" gyp board
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